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Non-SUSY unification in left-right models
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We explore in a model independent way the possibility of achieving nonsupersymmetric gauge coupling
unification within left-right symmetric models, with the minimal particle content at the left-right mass scale
which could be as low as 1 TeV in a variety of models, and with a unification scaleM in the range 105 GeV
,M,1017.7 GeV. @S0556-2821~99!04207-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for more than a decade@1# that if we
let the three gauge couplingscia i

21 run through the
‘‘desert’’ from low to high energies, they do not merge t

gether into a single point, where$c1 ,c2 ,c3%5$ 3
5 ,1,1% are the

normalization constants of the standard model~SM! factors
U~1!Y , SU~2!L , and SU~3!c , respectively, embedded i
SU~5! @2#. This odd result claims for new physics at inte
mediate energy scales such as, for example,~1! the inclusion
of the minimal supersymmetric~SUSY! partners of the SM
fields at an energy scaleMSUSY;1 TeV, related to an unifi-
cation scaleM;1016 GeV @3#, ~2! the inclusion of a minimal
left-right symmetric model~LRSM! at a mass scaleMR
;1011 GeV, related to an unification scaleM;1015 GeV @4#
in an SO~10! grand unified theory~GUT! @5#, and ~3! the
inclusion of the SUSY partners of the minimal LRSM at
energy scaleMSUSY;MR;1 TeV, related to a unification
scaleM;1016 GeV @6#, etc.

The alternative approach, namely, to normalize the ga
couplingscia i

21 to nonorthodoxci ( i 51,2,3) values was
presented by these authors, in Ref.@7# for non-SUSY models
and in Ref.@8# for the SUSY ones, for possible GUT mode
which can descend in one single step to SU(3)c^ SU(2)L
^ U(1)Y[GSM .

In this paper we present a systematic analysis of all
possible GUT models which descend in two steps toGSM ,
with the LRSM as the intermediate step, paying special
tention to those models with lowMR scale. The paper is
organized in the following way: In Sec. II we present t
renormalization group equation formalism for the LRSM;
Sec. III we carry out our model independent analysis, and
Sec. IV we present our results and conclusions. A techn
appendix at the end gives theci , i 51,2,3 values for most o
the GUT models in the literature.

II. THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP EQUATIONS

In a field theory, the couplings are defined as effect
values, which are energy scale dependent according to

*Present address: Department of Physics, University of Maryla
College Park, MD 20742.
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renormalization group equations. In the modified minim
substration scheme@9#, which we adopt in what follows, the
one-loop renormalization group equations are

m
da i

dm
.2bia i

2 , ~1!

where m is the energy at which the coupling constantsa i

5gi
2/4p ( i 51,2,3) are evaluated, withg1, g2, andg3 the

gauge couplings of the SM factors U(1)Y , SU(2)L , and
SU(3)c , respectively. The constantsbi are completely deter-
mined by the particle content in the model by

4pbi5
11

3
Ci~vectors!2

2

3
Ci~ fermions!2

1

3
Ci~scalars!,

Ci(•••) being the index of the representation to which t
(•••) particles are assigned, and where we are conside
Weyl fermion and complex scalar fields@10#. The boundary
conditions for these equations are determined by the relat
ships

aem
215a1

211a2
21 and tan2 uW5

a1

a2
, ~2!

which at the electroweak scale imply

a1
21~mZ!5

12sin2 uW~mZ!

aem~mZ!
and

a2
21~mZ!5

sin2 uW~mZ!

aem~mZ!
. ~3!

Combining those expressions with the experimental valu

aem
21~mZ!5127.9060.09 @11,12#,

sin2 uW~mZ!50.231260.00017 @11,12#,

a3~mZ!5as50.119160.0018 @11#, ~4!
d,
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we get

a1
21~mZ!598.33060.091,

a2
21~mZ!529.57160.043,

a3
21~mZ!58.39660.127. ~5!

The unification of the three SM gauge couplings is prope
achieved if they meet together in a common valuea
5g2/4p at a certain energy scaleM , whereg is the gauge
coupling constant of the unifying groupG. However, since
G.GSM , the normalization of the generators correspond
to the subgroups U(1)Y , SU(2)L , and SU(3)c is in general
different for each particular groupG, and therefore the SM
coupling constantsa i differ at the unification scale froma
by numerical factorsci(a i5cia). In SU(5) these factors ar

@2# $c1 ,c2 ,c3%5$ 3
5 ,1,1% ~we call them the canonical val

ues!, which are the same for SO~10! @5#, E6 @13#, @SU(3)#3

3Z3 @14#, SO(18)@15#, E8 @16#, SU(15) @17#, SU(16) @18#,
and SU(8)̂ SU(8) @19#, but they are different for othe
groups such as SU(5)̂SU(5) @20#, @SU(6)#33Z3 @21#, the
Pati-Salam models@22#, etc. ~see Table I in the Appendix!.

The constantsci can also be seen as a consequence of
affine levels~or Kac-Moody levels! at which the gauge fac
tor Gi is realized in the effective four-dimensional strin
@23#, even if there is no unification gauge group at all, bu
it does, they are related to the fermion content of the irred
ible representations ofG. As a matter of fact, ifa i is the
coupling constant ofGi , a simple group embedded inG,
then

ci[
a i

a
5

Tr T2

Tr Ti
2 , ~6!

whereT is a generator of the subgroupGi properly normal-
ized over a representationR of G, andTi is the same gen
erator but normalized over the representation ofGi embed-
ded in R ~the traces run over complete representations!. In
this way, for example, if just one standard doublet of SU(2L
is contained in the fundamental representation ofG @plus any
number of SU~2!L singlets#, then c251 @as in SU~5!#, but
this is not the general case. In this way we prove that foi
52,3,ci

2151,2,3,. . . ,n an integer number. The constantsci

are thus pure rational numbers satisfyingc1.0 and 0
,c2(3)<1. They are fixed once we fix the unifying gaug
structure. According to Table I in the Appendix and in ord
to simplify matters, we are going to use forc2 only the
values 1 and1

3 and forc3 the values 1 and12 .
From Eqs.~2! and ~6! it follows that at the unification

scale the value of sin2uW is given by

sin2 uW[
aem

a2
5

c1

c11c2
. ~7!
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Obviously, Eq.~7! is equivalent to that given in terms of th
traces of the generators of SU(2)L and the electric charge fo
simple groups~see Ref.@2#!. In order to connect this value a
the scaleM with the corresponding value at the scalemZ the
renormalization group equations~1! must be solved.

Our approach is now the following: we assume that th
are only three relevant mass scalesmZ , MR , and M such
that mZ,MR,M , wheremZ;102 GeV is the electroweak
mass scale,MR is the mass scale where the LRSM@with and
without discrete left-right~LR! symmetry# manifests itself,
andM is the GUT scale. Then, Eq.~1! must be solved, first
for the energy rangemZ,m,MR , and then for the range
MR,m,M , properly using at each stage the decoupli
theorem@24#.

Now for the energy intervalmZ,m,MR , the one-loop
solution to Eq.~1! is

a i
21~mZ!5a i

21~MR!2bi~H !lnS MR

mZ
D , ~8!

where the beta functionsbi ( i 51,2,3) are@10#

2pS b1

b2

b3

D 5S 0

22

3

11
D 2S 20

9
4

3
4

3

D F2S 1

6

1

6

0

D H, ~9!

with F53 the number of families andH the number of low
energy Higgs field doublets. Notice by the way that we a
not including in the former equation the normalization fac
3
5 into b1 coming from SU~5!, and wrongly included in some
general discussions.H51 in the SM; nevertheless, a gener
model can have more than one low energy Higgs field, a
in principleH may be taken as a free parameter (H52 in the
minimal supersymmetric model!.

For the intervalMR,m,M , the evolution of the gauge
couplings is dictated by the beta functions of the LRS
whose gauge group is@25# GLR[SU(3)c^ SU(2)L
^ SU(2)R^ U(1)B2L , with the matter fields transforming a
CL5 (3,2,1,1/6)% (3̄,1,2,21/6)% (1,2,1,21/2)% (1,1,2,1/2)
for each generation, where the numbers between brac
label „SU(3)c ,SU(2)L ,SU(2)R ,U(1)B2L… representations.

The LRSM is broken down spontaneously by the Hig
sector, which in general containsNB bidoublet Higgs fields
w(1,2,2,0), NTL triplets in the representationDL(1,3,1,1),
NTR triplets in the representationDR(1,1,3,21), NDL dou-
blets in the representationfL(1,2,1,21/2), andNDR dou-
blets in the representationfR(1,1,2,1/2). In the so-called
minimal LRSM @25#, NTR5NB51 and NDL5NDR5NTL
50, but in generalNTL , NTR , NDL , NDR , andNB should be
taken as free parameters to be fixed by the specific mod

In a general context, the vacuum expectation values
may be used to break the symmetry are^DR

0&;^fR
0&
4-2
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;MR (DR
0 represent the electromagnetic neutral direction

DR , etc.!, ^w0&;^fL
0&;mZ , and ^DL

0&50. It then follows
that H52NB1NDL .

The discrete LR symmetry implies invariance under
exchangeL↔R in the model~this is the so-calledD parity!
with the consequence thatg2L5g2R for the energy interval
MR,m,M . This symmetry is respected by the gauge a
the fermion content of any LRSM, but it is broken by th
scalar sector as it is shown anon.

Indeed, the Higgs field scalars can drastically alter
solution to the renormalization group equations, and in or
to make any definite statement about the mass scales
particular model, we must know which components of t
Higgs representations have masses of ordermZ , MR , and
M . However, to know the masses of the scalars is equiva
to the hopeless task of knowing the values of all the coup
constants appearing in the scalar potential~with radiative
corrections included!. So, in order to guess what the re
effect of the scalars is, the so-called extended survival
pothesis was introduced in Ref.@26#. Basically the hypoth-
esis consists in assuming that only the components of
Higgs representations which are required for the breaking
a particular symmetry are the only ones which are not su
heavy. In other words, ‘‘scalar Higgs fields acquire the ma
mum mass compatible with the pattern of symmetry bre
ing’’ @for a more detailed explanation and application
SO~10!, see Ref.@26##.

The one-loop solution to Eq.~1! for the energy interval
MR,m,M is

a i
21~MR!5

1

ci
a212bi8~NB ,NTL ,NTR ,NDL ,NDR!lnS M

MR
D ,

~10!

where i 5BL,2L,2R,3. The beta functionsbi8 are now b38
5b357/2p @with the assumption that no low energy color
scalars exist~as demanded by the extended survival hypo
esis!; if they do, they may cause a too fast proton decay,
spoil the asymptotic freedom for SU~3!c]; andb2R8 , b2L8 , and
bBL8 given by

2pS bBL8

b2L8

b2R8

D 5S 0

22

3

22

3

D 2S 8

9
4

3
4

3

D F2S 0

NB

3

NB

3

D 2S NTL1NTR

2NTL

3

2NTR

3

D
2S NDL1NDR

6

NDL

6

NDR

6

D . ~11!
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From Eqs.~10! and ~11! we getg2L5g2R if NTL5NTR and
NDL5NDR . But if NTRÞNTL50 as demanded by the ex
tended survival hypothesis, then one could only have ex
left-right symmetry at the GUT scale.

The hyperchargeY of the SM is given by

Y5T3R1YB2L , ~12!

which implies the relation a1
21(MR)5a2R

21(MR)
1aBL

21(MR). Then the beta function for U(1)Y for the energy
interval MR,m,M may be written asb185b2R8 1bBL8 with
c1

215c2R
211cBL

21 andc2R5c2L5c2 (cBL
215 2

3 for the minimal
fermion field content of the LRSM!. These relations togethe
with Eqs.~8! and ~10! allow us to write

a1
21~mZ!5

1

c1
a211S 401H

12p D lnS M

mZ
D2

1

6p
~2223NTL

25NTR2NDR!lnS M

MR
D ,

a2
21~mZ!5

1

c2
a212

1

12p F ~202H !lnS M

mZ
D

24NTL lnS M

MR
D G ,

a3
21~mZ!5

1

c3
a212

7

2p
lnS M

mZ
D , ~13!

which is a system of three equations with three unknow
a, MR , and M @mZ591.18760.007 GeV @11# and
a i

21(mZ) as in Eqs.~5! are taken as inputs#. ci ( i 51,2,3),
NB , NTL , NTR , NDL , and NDR (H52NB1NDL) are
model-dependent parameters. Evidently, there is always
lution to the system of equations~13!, but the consistency o
the unification scheme demands thatmZ,MR,M<1019

GeV;M P ~the Planck mass!. When we solve Eqs.~13! for
the minimal LRSM (NTR5NB51,NTL5NDL5NDR50) for

the canonical values ($c1 ,c2 ,c3%5$ 3
5 ,1,1%) we getM52.5

31016 GeV, MR52.73109 GeV, anda21545.45.
Notice that ifNTL50 ~as demanded by the extended su

vival hypothesis!, the last two equations in Eqs.~13! are
independent ofMR , and they are enough to fix the GU
scaleM ~and a of course!. If we solve them forc251,c3
5 1

2 @one family models with chiral color@27#, as, for ex-
ample, SU(5)̂ SU(5) @20#, SO(10)̂ SO(10) @28##, we get
for H,22 the unphysical solutionM@M P . A further analy-
sis shows that for 22,H,30 we getM P.M.1016 GeV
which in turn impliesMR,mZ which is also unphysical. To
get MR.1 TeV requires for those modelsH.40 which
gives M,1012 GeV, in serious conflict with proton deca
which is always present in those models. So the two-s
breaking pattern SU(5)̂SU(5)→GLR→GSM is not al-
lowed @the one-step SU(5)̂SU(5)→GSM is also forbidden
@7,8##. This conclusion is valid even for the caseg2LÞg2R at
4-3
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the GUT scale, a variant of the model introduced in the s
ond paper of Ref.@20#. Similar conclusions follow for
SO(10)̂ SO(10) @28#. To useNTLÞ0 makes things even
worse.

When we solve Eqs.~13! for c25 1
3 , c351 „models with

three families and vectorlike color as, for examp
@SU(6)#33Z3 @21#… we getM.5mZ , an unacceptable solu
tion. So the two-step breaking pattern@SU(6)#33Z3→GLR
→GSM is not allowed either„the one-step breaking patter
@SU(6)#33Z3→GSM is also forbidden for this group@7,8#….

So our analysis makes sense only for two cases:$c2 ,c3%
5$1,1% ~one family models with vectorlike color! and

$c2 ,c3%5$ 1
3 , 1

2 % ~models with three families and chira
color!. In what follows we are going to refer only to thes
situations.

Before moving to a general analysis, let us see for
ample what happens for SO(10)→GLR→GSM . As men-

tioned above,$c1 ,c2 ,c3%5$ 3
5 ,1,1%, and there are no exoti

fermions in the spinorial 16 representation used for the m
ter fields, but the scalar content is not quite uniquely defin
and there are as many versions of the model as you wis
couple of examples are the following.

~i! In Ref. @4# the following symmetry breaking pattern
implemented:

SO~10! →
f~210!

GLR →
f~126!

GSM →
2f~10!

SU~3!c^ U~1!EM .

f210 gets mass at the GUT scale and it does not contribut
the renormalization group equations. Forf126, DR5DL
51, but only^DR&Þ0. For the final breaking only onef (10)
is needed, but at least two must be used in order to ach
proper isospin breaking. ThenNTR51, NB52, NTL5NDL
5NDR50. We get M52.031015 GeV, MR51.631011

GeV, anda21542.6.
~ii ! A more recent version of~SUSY! S0~10! implements

the breaking with the following scalar content@29#:

SO~10! →
f~45!

GLR →
f~161c.c.!

GSM →
2f~101161c.c.!

SU~3!c^ U~1!EM .

With the extended survival hypothesis in mind we ha
NTL5NTR50, NB5NDL5NDR52. We getM52.231014

GeV,MR5931012 GeV, anda21540.16. In both examples
the D parity is broken below the GUT scale.

Since the scalar sector is the most obscure part of
gauge theory, it is clear thatNi ( i 5B, TL, TR, DL, and
DR) can be taken as free parameters, resulting in a la
variety of models. Since the Higgs field scalars can dra
cally change the GUT scales, we cannot state with co
dence precise values forM andMR . We elaborate on this in
the next section.

Before proceeding to our model-independent analysis
us mention that we are going to consider the possibility
adding arbitrary large numbers of scalars Higgs fields in
der to get unification. In many cases this may result in
coupling constants becoming so large as to make the th
nonperturbative before unification is achieved. Even thou
11600
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the extended survival hypothesis@26# greatly diminishes the
effect of the Higgs scalar fields, we will pay special attenti
to our parameter space region in the analysis, in order no
run into nonperturbative regimes of the coupling constan
As a mater of fact, the assumption that no low energy c
ored scalars exist is all that is needed for the cases con
ered ahead.

III. MODEL INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS

In this section we are going to study two different situ
tions. First we are going to reduce the freedom we have
our parameter space by imposing the extended survival
pothesis. Second, we reduce the freedom by restoringD par-
ity to the LRSM.

A. Solutions to the equations with extended
survival hypothesis

If we impose the extended survival hypothesis as a c
straint in the solutions to the renormalization group eq
tions for the LRSM, we must setNTL50. Then Eqs.~13! get
reduced to a system of three equations with three unknow
and the following set of parameters:ci ( i 51,2,3), H, and
NT855NTR1NDR . The solution of Eqs.~13! for M , MR , and
a as functions of these parameters is

a215
42t322~202H !t23

D
, ~14!

lnS M

mz
D5

12p

D
@c2a2

21~mZ!2c3a3
21~mZ!#, ~15!

and

lnS M

MR
D5

6pN

c1~222NT8 !D
, ~16!

where N5@(202H)(t212t23)1(401H)(t122t13)142(t32
2t31)#, D542c32(202H)c2, and t i j 5t i j (mZ)

FIG. 1. Allowed values forH andNT8 for the canonical values

(c1 ,c2 ,c3)5( 3
5 ,1,1). Notice that the unification scaleM is inde-

pendent of the value forNT8 .
4-4
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5cicjaj
21(mZ). From Eq. ~16! it can be seen that eitherH

,7 andNT8,22 (NTR,5), orH.7 andNT8.22, in order to
haveMR<M .

From Eqs.~15! and ~16! we plot in Fig. 1 the allowed
regions forH andNT8 that give unification, for the canonica
values ofci , and in Fig. 2 we plotc1 versusNT8 for H52

and$c2 ,c3%5$ 1
3 , 1

2 %.
To analyze the implications of each one of the figures

must have in mind the following constraints:
~i! M<M P;1019 GeV, the Planck scale~actually M

<Mmax;1017.7 GeV, obtained when there is not contrib
tion from the scalar sector!.

~ii ! M.105 GeV in order to suppress unwanted flav
changing neutral currents@11,30#.

~iii ! M.1016 if the proton is allowed to decay in th
particular GUT model.

~iv! 8 mZ<MR<M . The lower limit is taken from Ref.
@11#; the upper limit is imposed by consistency of the ren
malization group equations.

1. Analysis of Fig. 1

The allowed region lies inside the linesMR58 mZ and
MR5M , but if the proton does decay in the model und
consideration, then the allowed region lies in the lower l
corner between the linesM51016 GeV, MR58mZ , H50,
andNT850.

For GUT models with unstable protons~which are most
of the models for the groups in the canonical entry in Ta
I in the Appendix!, MR;1 TeV is obtained forH52 and
NT8513 (NTR52 and NDR53), which in turn impliesM
;2.5931016 GeV.

For models in the canonical entry with a stable proton„as,
for example,@SU(3)#33Z3 @14# and SU(8)̂ SU(8) @19#…
the allowed region is wider and divided into two regions: o
for H,7, NT8,22 and the other forH.7, NT.22. There
are plenty of examples of models withMR;1 TeV for those
situations.

2. Analysis of Fig. 2

The entire plane in Fig. 2 is related to the GUT scaleM
;108 GeV ~fixed just by the values ofH, c2, andc3). The

FIG. 2. Allowed region for the parametersc1 andNT8 for models
with c25

1
3 , c35

1
2 , and H52. The cross represents the casec1

5
3

19 andNT8531 discussed in the main text.
11600
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allowed region lies between the linesMR5M and MR
58 mZ . From the figure we see that a value ofc15 3

19

crosses theMR58mZ line at NT8531 (NTR56, NDR51),
which means that the model@SU(6)#43Z4 @31# can have the
following chain of spontaneous descent:

@SU~6!#43Z4→
M

GLR→
MR

GSM→
mZ

SU~3!c^ U~1!EM ,

with M;108 GeV andMR;9mZ , as long as an irreducible
representation of the GUT group with six right handed tr
lets is used to breakGLR down to the SM gauge group an
then a representation of the GUT group with only tw
SU(2)L Higgs field doublets is used in the last breaking st

A further look into the equations for this group shows th
for NT850 andH52,3 we getMR5M;108 GeV, meaning
that a single step spontaneous descent is possible for
model with a very economical set of Higgs field scalars. B
this result has been already published in Ref.@7#. Here we
just confirm the published result.

B. Solutions to the equations withD parity

In order to restore theD parity in the renormalization
group equations for the energy intervalMR,m,M we must
haveNTL5NTR[NT andNDL5NDR5ND . Again we solve
Eqs. ~13! as a function ofci , H, NT , and ND . Using the

FIG. 3. Allowed values forH andNT for models withD parity

at theMR scale and the canonical values (c1 ,c2 ,c3)5( 3
5 ,1,1).

FIG. 4. Allowed region for the parametersc1 andNT for models
with c25c351, H52, andD parity above theMR scale.
4-5
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equations we get, we plot in Fig. 3 the allowed region forH
andNT that gives unification for the canonical values ofci ,
and in Fig. 4 we plotc1 versusNT for H52, ND50, and
$c2 ,c3%5$1,1%.

1. Analysis of Fig. 3

For models with unstable proton the allowed tiny regi
lies in the lower left corner, between the linesNT50, H
50, andM51016 GeV. From the figure we getMR.109

GeV, NT<1 andH<2.
For models with an stable proton the allowed region

larger, with boundaries given by the linesMR5M and M
5105 GeV which excludes the possibilityMR; a few TeV,
unlessNT.50 which is very unlikely in realistic models.

2. Analysis of Fig. 4

The allowed region of parameters lies inside the lin
NT50, M5MR , and M51016 GeV for models with un-
stable proton, and inside the linesNT50, M5MR , and
MR58 mZ for models with a stable proton. As can be se
the canonical valuec15 3

5 lies inside both regions, but fa
from MR;1 TeV.

In general, large values forNT are required (H,8) in
LRSM with D parity, in order not to have unduly large va
ues forMR .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude let us emphasize that it is possible to un
the SM group using the LRSM as an intermediate stage f
variety of models, with 1 TeV<MR<1015 GeV. From our
study, three family models with vectorlike color are exclud
„such as@SU(6)#33Z3), and one family model with chira
color is also excluded@such as SU(5)̂ SU(5) @20# and
SO(10)̂ SO(10) @28##.

We point out that in our analysis we have neglec
threshold effects which depend on the particular structure
each model, and also we do not include second order cor
tions to the renormalization group equations which are ty
cally of the order of the threshold effects. In others aspec
is completely general. Within this limitation we may co
clude that it is indeed possible to achieve the unification

TABLE I. c1 ,c2, andc3 values for most of the GUT models i
the literature. The entry ‘‘Canonical’’ is explained in the main te
andF51,2, . . . stand for the number of families in that particu
model.

Group c1
21 c2

21 c3
21

Canonical 5/3 1 1
SU(5)^ SU(5) 13/3 1 2
SO(10)̂ SO(10) 13/3 1 2
@SU(6)#33Z3 14/3 3 1
@SU(6)#43Z4 19/3 3 2
E7 2/3 2 1
@SU(4)#33Z3 11/3 1 1
@SU(2F)#43Z4 (9F28)/3 F 2
11600
s

s

,

y
a

d
of
c-

i-
it

f

the coupling constants of the SM in a general class of n
supersymmetric models which have the minimal LRSM
an intermediate step, with anMR scale as low as 1 TeV. We
are aware that this class of models may suffer of hierar
problems.

From our analysis we may extract the following points
~i! Higgs scalars play a crucial role in the solution to t

renormalization group equations.
~ii ! It is simple to construct realistic non-SUSY-GU

models with an intermediate left-right symmetry at a ma
scaleMR;1 TeV ~just read them from the figures!.

~iii ! LRSM with D parity are quite different to those with
out D parity.

~iv! For low MR , models withD parity are less realistic
than models withoutD parity, in the sense that they mak
use of a very large amount of Higgs scalars.

~v! It is impossible to sustainD parity when the extended
survival hypothesis is imposed.

Note added in proof.A similar analysis of left-right mod-
els with no minimal~fermionic and scalar! particle content
andD parity in the canonical scenario is in Ref.@35#. Here
the authors also get some cases whereMR;1 TeV.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we give theci , i 51,2,3, values for
most of the GUT groups in the literature. They are presen
in Table I. The ‘‘Canonical’’ entry refers to the following
groups: SU(5)@2#, SO(10)@5#, E6 @13#, @SU(3)#33Z3 @14#,
SU(15) @17#, SU(16) @18#, SU(8)3SU(8) @19#, E8 @16#,
and SO(18)@15#. Also, in the ‘‘Canonical’’ entry we have
normalized theci values to the SU(5) numbers; for exampl
the actual values for SU~16! are $c1

21 ,c2
21 ,c3

21%
5$20/3,4,4%54$5/3,1,1%. This normalization makes sens
because physical quantities such as sin2uW, MR , andM de-
pend only on ratios of twoci values@see Eqs.~7!, ~15!, and
~16!#.

Most of the groups in the first entry have the canoni
values for ci due to the fact that they contain SU~5! via
regular embeddings~see the Table 58 in Ref.@32#!, which do
not change the rank of the corresponding group. For oth
such as, for example, SU~16!, it is just an accident.

Herec3
21 can take only the values 1,2,3,4 for one fam

groups or higher integer values for family groups.c3
2151

when it is SU(3)c which is embedded in the GUT groupG,
c3

2152 when it is the chiral color@27# SU(3)cL3SU(3)cR

which is embedded inG, etc. For examplec3
2154 in

SU(16) due to the fact that the color group in the GUT gro
is SU(3)cuR3SU(3)cdR3SU(3)cuL3SU(3)cdL .

For family groupsc2
21 take the values 1,2,. . . ,F for

1,2,. . . ,F families. Indeed, theci values for theF family
Pati-Salam models @33# @SU(2F)#43Z4 are
$c1

21 ,c2
21 ,c3

21%5$(9F28)/3,F,2%.
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In general,c2(3)
21 51,2,. . . ,f , where f is the number of

fundamental representations of SU(2)L@SU(3)c# contained
in the fundamental representation of the GUT group. F
example,c2

2154 in SU(16) because the 16 representation
SU~16! contains four SU(2)L doublets: three for (u,d)L and
one for (ne ,e)L .

The group@SU(4)#33Z3 in Table I is not the vectorlike
color version of the two-family Pati-Salam group, but it
the one family theory introduced in Ref.@28#. Also, the
group@SU~6!#43Z4 in the table is not the three family Pat
,

et

ys

ys

. D

/
rg

.

11600
r
f

Salam model, but a version of such model~with three fami-
lies! without mirror fermions, introduced in Ref.@31#.

All models in Table I are realistic, except E7 @34# which is
a two-family model with the right handed quarks in SU(2L
doublets.

The valuesci ~and Table I! are interesting by themselve
because they are related to the Kac-Moody levels (k i) of
string GUTs @23#. Indeed, ci

215k i , i 51,2,3. Curiously
enough, the values forc1 are integer multiples of 1/3 for al
the known groups; we do not know why.
ev.
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